### MAP UNITS

**Intrusive rocks**
- Wa
  - unconformity

**Mylonites**
- ph
- FM

**CUATERNARY**
- Ca - alluvium
- ph - phyllonite
- FM - Ripshin Mountain shear zone
- CH - Henderson gneiss
- pg - bengmatite
- gg - granitic gneiss
- sg - schist and gneiss
- am - amphibolite

**LATE PALEOZOIC**
- pCG
- pCA

**PALEOZOIC**
- pG
- pG

**AND/OR**
- pCG
- pCA

**PREAMBIAN**
- pG
- pG

**PREAMBIAN**
- pG
- pG

**EXPLANATION OF GEOLOGIC MAP - MAP UNITS**

- pG
- pG

- pG
- pG